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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Supreme Court's recent decision in Warner-Jenkinson Co. v. Hilton Davis 
Chemical Co.  n1 is not only a landmark case concerning the doctrine of equivalents, it is 
also the first Supreme Court case commenting on 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6, one of the most 
troublesome sections in the Patent Act of 1952. This provision reads: 
An element in a claim for a combination may be expressed as a means or step for 
performing a specified function without the recital of structure, material, or acts in 
support thereof, and such claim shall be construed to cover the corresponding structure, 
material, or acts described in the specification and equivalents thereof.  n2 

In Warner-Jenkinson, the issue was whether this provision constitutes a congressional 
negation of the doctrine of equivalents; the Supreme Court held that it does not. In 
reaching its decision, the Court discussed 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 and explained that it "is an 
application of the doctrine of equivalents in a restrictive role."  n3 This statement would 
not be of further interest if it did not squarely contradict the Federal Circuit's reading of 
the same provision in In re Donaldson Co.,  n4 a recent en banc decision holding that 35 
U.S.C. §  112, P6 is not limited to post- issuance 



 

 [*164]  claim interpretation.  n5 In Donaldson, the Federal Circuit saw "no merit" and 
"no support" for the proposition that 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 was a codification of the 
reverse doctrine of equivalents.  n6 

Since the Court's statement in Warner-Jenkinson was only dictum, Donaldson was 
not technically overruled, and its holding remains good law. However, the two 
irreconcilable statements reveal that the Supreme Court and the Federal Circuit rely on 
two completely different theories when reading 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6. In an attempt to 
provide the law of means-plus-function claims with a consistent theoretical foundation, 
this article will 1) show the propriety of the Supreme Court's theory based on an analysis 
of the history of functional claiming and the statutory language; 2) explore the reasons for 
the Federal Circuit's application of a different theory and its ramifications; and 3) 
conclude that it is time for congressional intervention in favor of the Supreme Court's 
approach to 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6. 
II. FOUNDATIONS OF THE SUPREME COURT'S APPROACH 

In order to understand 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 and to determine the merits of the 
Supreme Court's theory underlying its statement in Warner-Jenkinson, an inquiry into the 
reasons for the existence of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 and the concepts it incorporates is 
indispensable. 

A. Why 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6? The Halliburton Trigger 

At first glance, 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 appears to be superfluous. U.S. patent law 
obligates patent applicants to define their inventions.  n7 Unless applicants are free to 
choose whatever type of language they think best defines their inventions, some 
applicants may not be able to fulfill this statutory obligation. Accordingly, it makes sense 
to allow any type of language, unless it is explicitly forbidden, and that is why the statute 
does not contain a list of acceptable claim formats. Therefore, the explicit authorization 
of the use of particular claim formats by statute in 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 for means-plus-
function claims seems unnecessary. At the very least, the existence of this provision calls 
for further explanation. 



 

 [*165]  Regrettably, there is no legislative history available that would explain the 
reasons for which 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 was enacted. Neither the House Report  n8 nor the 
Senate Report  n9 addresses this provision, which is rather remarkable given the fact that 
it was a completely new provision that was enacted for the first time in 1952 and was not 
just carried over from a previous Patent Act. However, courts generally recognize  n10 
that Congress enacted 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 in response to Halliburton Oil Wells 
Cementing Co. v. Walker.  n11 This decision cast some doubt on the propriety of 
functional claim language in general, when it invalidated a claim under the Patent Act of 
1870 on the sole basis that it used "conveniently functional language at the exact point of 
novelty."  n12 

While it is plausible that Halliburton triggered the enactment of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6,  
n13 a closer look at the statutory language reveals that the Halliburton theory only 
explains the existence of one part of the provision. The first clause of 35 U.S.C. §  112, 
P6, which provides that "an element in a claim for a combination may be expressed as a 
means or step for performing a specified function without the recital of structure, 
material, or acts in support thereof," would have been sufficient to overturn Halliburton. 
In other words, the first clause of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 makes it clear that there is no 
ground for objecting to a claim on the basis of any language beyond what is already 
sanctioned by 35 U.S.C. §  112, P1 & 2.  n14 There was no need for a second clause 
specifying that "such claim shall be construed to cover the corresponding structure, 
material, or acts described in the specification and equivalents thereof."  n15 By attaching 
a second clause, Congress went beyond a mere Halliburton cure. As a result, the 
explanation generally employed by the courts, that 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 is nothing other 
than a Halliburton cure, is only partly satisfactory, namely with respect to the first clause. 
The existence of the second clause remains unexplained, which is particularly 
troublesome, 



 

 [*166]  because it is the second clause that gives rise to the conflicting theories 
addressed in this article. 

The second clause of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 is the only provision in the Patent Act that 
uses the word "equivalents."  n16 Therefore, it will hereinafter be referred to as the 
"equivalents clause." Since the controversial "doctrine of equivalents" does not have a 
statutory basis, applies in a similar context as the equivalents clause, and was known long 
before the enactment of the equivalents clause, the statutory use of the keyword 
"equivalents" lends itself to the inference that there is at least some connection between 
the two. Therefore, in the absence of any legislative history or judicial explanation of the 
equivalents clause, a historical exploration of the concepts of means-plus-function claims 
and the doctrine of equivalents is necessary. 

B. Historical Perspective of Means-Plus-Function Claims 

1. Origin of Means -Plus-Function Claims  

Since 1790, the law has maintained that every act of patent infringement requires a 
qualified use of a "patented invention."  n17 This is still the law today under 35 U.S.C. §  
271(a).  n18 On this level of abstraction, the infringement inquiry appears rather trivial as 
the question is simply whether the accused object falls within the boundaries of the 
patented invention. However, determining the boundaries of a patented invention has 
become one of the most challenging issues in patent law. While the rules governing the 
description requirement have remained relatively unchanged since 1790,  n19 the method 
by which these rules have been implemented in practice has changed significantly over 
time, reflecting an advanced understanding of the "nature" of inventions. Two hundred 
years ago, when an applicant's specification described a machine, the physical structure 
rather than the principle of operation was considered the invention. In today's language, 
one might say that 



 

 [*167]  applicants two hundred years ago described the embodiments of their inventions 
rather than the invention itself. 

The courts in this country soon realized that to promote the progress of the useful arts  
n20 and to do justice to the individual inventor, patent protection could not be limited to 
the particular embodiments described in the patent. Therefore, the courts developed an 
infringement analysis that would compare the described structure with the accused 
structure and apply a "different in principle" test.  n21 This analysis was later labeled the 
"doctrine of equivalents."  n22 When the need for a more distinct description of the 
invention arose, particularly in view of the frequent invalidation of issued patents for 
failure to distinguish properly the patented invention from the prior art, the description 
became a definition.  n23 Step by step, the summarizing part of the specification turned 
into a definitional part--the claims.  n24 Although this process was originally just a 
matter of good patent practice, the claims' full definitional force was later recognized by 
law with the adoption of the rule that anything disclosed in the patent, but not claimed, 
was deemed dedicated to the public.  n25 Thus, under this rule, the claims define the 
invention. Of 



 

 [*168]  course, this new rule dramatically increased the need for claim language that was 
broad enough to cover multiple embodiments, because describing all possible 
embodiments was practically impossible. A convenient way to achieve this goal, for 
machine inventions in particular, was to employ means-plus-function language, which 
describes what the invention does in terms of the function it performs, rather than what it 
is structurally. The desire to provide protection to more than just one embodiment gave 
birth to functional claims. 

2. Historical Infringement Test 

In terms of infringement, the rule set forth in Miller made sure that the doctrine of 
equivalents could no longer be applied to claims as patent practitioners understand them 
today. Whatever the patentee disclosed in the written description, but did not claim, was 
deemed dedicated to the public, and the doctrine of equivalents could not be used to 
recapture this material. This development, however, did not mean that the doctrine of 
equivalents had to be abandoned altogether. In the context of functional claiming, the 
structural elements were moved from the claims to the written description, and so was the 
application of the doctrine of equivalents. Instead of applying the doctrine to the function 
recited in the claims, it was applied to the structural embodiments described in the 
specification. To accommodate the new definitional role of patent claims, however, the 
overall infringement test had to be refined. The new rule that claims define the invention 
was incorporated into the infringement analysis as an additional requirement that had to 
be met before the doctrine of equivalents could be applied. Unless the accused object 
came within the meaning of the claims, there was no infringement. Once this threshold 
question was answered in the positive, the Miller rule was neutralized, and the courts 
could proceed to the infringement inquiry under the doctrine of equivalents. This overall 
test will hereinafter be referred to as the "historical infringement test." 

The historical infringement test was fully consistent with the rule that the claim 
measures the invention, because if the accused structure was not within the meaning of 
the claim, it did not infringe. Thus, the doctrine of equivalents and the "metes and 
bounds" concept of patent claims did not conflict at this time. The claims were still the 
measure of the patent grant for validity as well as patentability. The Supreme Court 



 

 [*169]  case of Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co.  n26 is a 
paradigmatic example of the law on means-plus-function claims as it was understood at 
that time.  n27 

3. Continental Paper Bag: The Supreme Court in 1908 

In Continental Paper Bag, the patent in suit related to an improvement in paper bag 
manufacturing machines.  n28 The allegedly infringed claim included the functional 
limitation "'operating means for the forming plate, adapted to cause the said plate to 
oscillate about its rear edge upon the surface of the cylinder during the rotary movement 
of said cylinder.'"  n29 

For purposes of validity, the Court did not refer to the written description or structural 
equivalence at all, but rather merely considered the claim language.  n30 It recognized 
that the breadth of the claims would "imperil the patent, were the real invention less 
broad."  n31 However, the Court found that the "operating means" distinguished the 
invention over the prior art, because nobody had previously combined the rotating 
cylinder and the forming plate due to the difficulty of operating a pivoted folding form 
upon the surface of a cylinder.  n32 In other words, the "real" invention was indeed as 
broad as the claims, which is why the claims were held valid. The Supreme Court then 
turned to infringement.  n33 The Court found that because the allegedly infringing 
structure performed the defined function, it came within the meaning of the claim, and 
the threshold requirement was met.  n34 The Court then inquired into structural 
equivalence.  n35 For tha t purpose, the Court established that the problem 



 

 [*170]  the invention solved could structurally be achieved in one of two ways--either by 
causing the pivot of the folding plate to yield away from the cylinder, or by causing the 
surface of the cylinder to be depressed away from the folding plate.  n36 The patentee 
disclosed the first device as the preferred embodiment, and the defendant used the second 
device.  n37 The Supreme Court held that the accused structure was "within the doctrine 
of equivalents,"  n38 thereby upholding the infringement verdict. 

In sum, the validity of functional claims was determined on the basis of the claim 
language, without reference to the written description, because the claim itself had to be 
patentable. However, the Court found infringement on the basis of an equivalence 
comparison between two structures--the one described in the written description and the 
allegedly infringing structure,  n39 and it did so after establishing that the accused 
structure came within the meaning of the claims.  n40 From a modern perspective, it is 
surprising that the Supreme Court invoked the doctrine of equivalents at all, given the 
fact that the claims admittedly read upon the accused device and therefore, in modern 
parlance, were "literally" infringed. The Court did so because at that time, structural 
equivalence between the described embodiment and the accused structure was the 
ultimate infringement test for functional claims. The "literal" infringement test, on the 
other hand, served only as a threshold test. 

4. Analysis of the Historical Infringement Approach 

a) Certainty and Flexibility in Infringement Determinations  

The advantage of the historical infringement analysis, as evidenced by Continental 
Paper Bag, lay in the unique combination of two principles that usually contradict each 
other--certainty and flexibility. On one hand, the historical infringement test promoted 
certainty, because competitors could rely on the meaning of the means-plus-function 
claim as it was written, namely as covering "any" means, without engaging in uncertain 
equivalence inquiries. Competitors knew 



 

 [*171]  that as long as they stayed outside the meaning of the claim, they could not 
possibly infringe, particularly in light of the fact that the doctrine of equivalents was not 
applied to extend the meaning of the claim at that time. On the other hand, the historical 
infringement test provided flexibility to the courts, allowing them to determine 
infringement, on a case-by-case basis, via an equivalence inquiry as of the time of 
infringement. This combination of certainty and flexibility enabled the courts to deny 
infringement if the accused structure could not genuinely be considered an embodiment 
of the invention, particularly if the accused structure employed technological 
developments that went beyond a mere substitution of equivalents. Hence, the 
infringement approach, as it evolved over decades, combined the relatively stable 
meaning of words in a claim and the flexible scope of the claim itself. 

b) The Underlying Principle: Claim Meaning Over Claim Scope  

The subtle balance between certainty and flexibility relies on a strict distinction 
between the meaning and the scope of a means-plus-function claim. Such a distinction 
will be necessary as long as the "literal" infringement analysis is not dispositive of the 
infringement issue due to the existence of a mandatory second prong incorporating some 
concept of equivalence. In other words, even if we know what a claim means, we still do 
not know whether it covers the accused subject matter. As this analysis is applied to 
means-plus-function claims, we know what the word "means" means and that it literally 
reads on any means that performs the function recited in the claim. However, we still do 
not know whether the claim covers a specific accused device, because unless the device 
is an equivalent to the structure contained in the specification, it does not. The distinction 
between meaning and scope is the key to an interpretation of the equivalents clause that is 
consistent with the doctrine of equivalents and the traditional principles of claim 
interpretation, such that the claim measures the invention. As will be shown below, the 
Federal Circuit's failure to adopt this distinction is the main flaw in the court's theory of 
35 U.S.C. §  112, P6. 

c) The Historical Doctrine of Equivalents as a Reverse Doctrine of Equivalents? 

As a matter of principle, it should be noted that the historical doctrine of equivalents 
described above should not be confused with the 



 

 [*172]  "reverse doctrine of equivalents," even if the Federal Circuit finds some analogy 
between the two.  n41 The "reverse" doctrine of equivalents was a product of the 
Supreme Court's seminal decision in Graver Tank & Manufacturing Co. v. Linde Air 
Products Co.  n42 In Graver Tank, the Court created a completely new doctrine of 
equivalents which applies to claims and which may either broaden or narrow the scope of 
the claim as compared to its meaning. The narrowing subtype of the Graver Tank 
doctrine of equivalents later received the label "reverse doctrine of equivalents."  n43 
Both the historical doctrine of equivalents and the new "reverse" doctrine of equivalents 
may result in a claim scope that is narrower than the claim meaning; however, one should 
not overlook the fact that the historical doctrine of equivalents does not apply to the 
claims but to specific structures disclosed in the written description.  n44 Furthermore, 
the historical doctrine of equivalents is used to find infringement, while the modern 
"reverse" doctrine of equivalents is used to deny a finding of infringement, and thus 
might better be called the "doctrine of non-equivalence."  n45 Therefore, the term 
"reverse doctrine of equivalents" should be reserved exclusively for the corresponding 
subtype of the new Graver Tank doctrine of equivalents, and it should not be confused 
with the historical doctrine of equivalents. 

The Supreme Court's Graver Tank decision has not only complicated the 
terminology, it has fundamentally changed the historical infringement test by removing 
the threshold test of literal infringement. In recognizing that the new doctrine of 
equivalents may also be used to expand the claim scope beyond the claim meaning and 
that the doctrine may be applied even if there is no "literal" infringement, the Court has 
greatly diminished the significance of patent claims. As a result, the 



 

 [*173]  modern doctrine of equivalents is applied as a mandatory second prong in every 
infringement case,  n46 and not just in cases involving functiona l claims where the 
accused device has been found to perform the function recited in the functional claim. 

C. The Equivalents Clause--Codifying the Historical Infringement Test  

The conceptual similarity between the historical infringement test and the equivalents 
clause is striking. Both call for a structural equivalence inquiry in the context of means-
plus-function claims, both apply the equivalence concept to the structure disclosed in the 
written description as opposed to the claims, and both require that the function recited in 
the claim is met before the equivalence concept becomes relevant.  n47 Furthermore, the 
conceptual similarity is backed up by the language of the statute itself. 35 U.S.C. §  112, 
P6 contains three key words, which were only used in the context of infringement the 
years before enactment of the Patent Act of 1952.  n48 First, there is the word 
"equivalents." As explained above, "equivalents" historically refers to the doctrine of 
equivalents as applied in the context of means-plus-function claims.  n49 Second, the 
statute does not employ "to mean," but instead uses "to cover," which was generally used 
in the context of infringement at that time, and which does not suggest that the meaning 
of a means-plus-function claim depends on an inquiry into structural 



 

 [*174]  equivalency.  n50 Third, the statute relies on the expression "shall construe," 
which was frequently used to refer to infringement, before the Federal Circuit adopted 
this language and turned judicial "construction" into a synonym of general 
"interpretation."  n51 

In light of these findings, one comes to the inevitable conclusion that Congress 
actually codified the historical infringement test for means-plus-function claims when it 
drafted the equivalents clause of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6. The historical infringement test 
had evolved over decades in the courts of this country. It had never been taken up by any 
statute, until Halliburton triggered the enactment of a provision on means-plus-function 
claims. While the first clause of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 was enacted to make sure that 
functional claiming remained available for U.S. inventors, Congress seized the 
opportunity to attach a second clause, codifying the balanced infringement test for 
means-plus-function claims in use at the time. 

Consequently, the equivalents clause should be read as a rule to determine the scope 
of a means-plus-function claim in the context of infringement rather than as a rule to 
determine the meaning of such a claim, which would also apply in the contexts of 
patentability and validity. Furthermore, this reading fully comports with the nature of 
functional claims. Functional claims are claims for a class of structures defined by a 
common function. However, what is patented and claimed is not the function, but rather 
the structures that perform the function. In the case of infringement, the doctrine of 
equivalents is used to determine which structures, performing the recited function, belong 
to the patented class of structures and thus infringe the patent. 



 

 [*175]  D. The Supreme Court's Approach Revisited 

In light of the foregoing, the Supreme Court's reading of the equivalents clause was 
correct when it explained that, 
Section 112, P6 now expressly allows so-called 'means' claims, with the proviso that 
application of the broad literal language of such claims must be limited to only those 
means that are 'equivalent' to the actual means shown in the patent specification. This is 
an application of the doctrine of equivalents in a restrictive role, narrowing the 
application of broad literal claim elements. We recognized this type of role for the 
doctrine of equivalents in Graver Tank itself. The added provision, however, is silent on 
the doctrine of equivalents where there is no literal infringement.  n52 

This statement is nothing other than an endorsement of the proposition that the 
equivalents clause is a codification of the historical doctrine of equivalents, i.e., the one 
which is sometimes imprudently analogized to the reverse or restrictive doctrine of 
equivalents. The Supreme Court confirms that the literal language of a means-plus-
function claim embraces any means, even non-equivalent ones, that perform the recited 
function, but that the application of the literal language, not the language itself, is limited 
to equivalent means. In other words, the Court relies on the distinction between meaning 
and scope of the means-plus-function claim in reading the equivalents clause as a 
narrowing application of the broad literal claim language. The Court furthermore 
explicitly acknowledges that this principle is an application of the doctrine of equivalents, 
and thereby confirms the proposition that the equivalents clause applies in the context of 
infringement only. In stating that 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 is silent where there is no literal 
infringement, the Supreme Court makes it clear that the equivalents clause relates to the 
historical doctrine of equivalents. It is the historical doctrine of equivalents which 
requires literal infringement as a threshold test, while the modern Graver Tank type 
doctrine does not require literal infringement at all. Therefore, the Court's adoption of the 
theory that the historical doctrine of equivalents was codified in 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 
does not interfere with the Court's holding in Warner-Jenkinson that the Graver Tank 
type doctrine of equivalents is not outlawed by the equivalents clause. 

The Supreme Court's view in Warner-Jenkinson and the historical approach to the 
equivalents clause mutually reinforce one another, because they are one in the same. 
First, the historical reading of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 has gained additional support from the 
Supreme Court's statement. Second, the fact that Warner-Jenkinson conforms with the 



 

 [*176]  historical approach to the equivalents clause makes the Supreme Court's view 
prima facie superior to the Federal Circuit's contrary approach. The only remaining 
questions are why the Federal Circuit did not follow the same straightforward approach, 
and whether the results produced by the Federal Circuit's approach justify the use of a 
different theory so as to rebut the Supreme Court's prima facie case of superiority. 
III. THE EQUIVALENTS CLAUSE IN THE FEDERAL CIRCUIT 

A. The Federal Circuit's Departure from Controlling Precedent 

In view of the case law of the Federal Circuit's predecessor courts, the Federal 
Circuit's adoption of any theory other than the Supreme Court's theory appeared to be 
unlikely. In its first decision, the Federal Circuit adopted the case law of its predecessor 
courts as precedent.  n53 One of these predecessor courts was the Court of Customs and 
Patent Appeals ("CCPA"). In In re Lundberg,  n54 the CCPA held that 35 U.S.C. §  112, 
P6 has no bearing on patentability determinations by the Patent and Trademark Office 
("PTO").  n55 The ruling supports the theory underlying the Supreme Court's view that 
the equivalents clause governs the scope of the claim, but not its meaning. It was also 
reflected in the PTO's practice of rejecting functional claims based on prior art that 
disclosed any means for performing the defined function, regardless of whether it was the 
means disclosed in the specification or an equivalent thereof.  n56 Only if the equivalents 
clause does not govern the meaning of the claim 



 

 [*177]  does the PTO then not have to consider it in determining the claim's 
patentability. Therefore, even if the CCPA did not squarely hold that the equivalents 
clause is a codification of the doctrine of equivalents as applied to means-plus-function 
claims, its ruling at least facilitates such a conclusion, because it is consistent with the 
codification theory. Certainly, it does not support the opposite theory entertained by the 
Federal Circuit today. Indeed, the Federal Circuit's departure from CCPA precedent, in 
line with the historical approach to the equivalents clause, was not an abrupt one. The 
change developed in the context of infringement and was triggered by an ultimately 
productive misunderstanding  n57 of the term "literal infringement." 

B. Literal Infringement: A Productive Misunderstanding 

1. The Equivalents Clause in the Context of Infringement 

One of the first challenges for the Federal Circuit was to clarify the role of the 
equivalents clause in the context of infringement. The standard infringement test applied 
by the Federal Circuit consists of two steps.  n58 First, the patent claims must be 
interpreted in order to determine their meaning.  n59 Second, the properly interpreted 
claims have to be compared to the accused device or process.  n60 If the accused subject 
matter comes within the meaning of the patent claims, the claims are said to read on the 
accused device or process, and "literal" infringement is made out.  n61 However, under 
the doctrine of equivalents, a product or process that does not literally infringe "the 
express terms of a patent claim may nonetheless be found to infringe if there is 
'equivalence' between the elements of the accused product or process and the claimed 



 

 [*178]  elements of the patented invention."  n62 This standard infringement analysis 
applies to all types of claims, regardless of the claim format. 

Whenever the infringement of means-plus-function claims is at issue, however, the 
courts have to consider the equivalents clause, which requires such claims to be construed 
to cover the corresponding structure described in the specification and equivalents 
thereof. In merging the established two-step infringement analysis with the equivalents 
clause, the Federal Circuit had two options. The first option was to incorporate the 
equivalents clause into the first step, claim interpretation, and read the clause as 
governing the meaning of the means-plus-function claim, which essentially takes care of 
the issue of literal infringement. The second option was to interpret the equivalents clause 
as part of the second step, namely as a recognition of the doctrine of equivalents, which 
determines the ultimate scope of the means-plus-function claim. Since the infringement 
test is always a two-step analysis, regardless of whether the equivalents clause is part of 
the first or the second step, the outcome of the overall analysis will be the same. Perhaps, 
that is the reason why the Federal Circuit was not very precise when employing the term 
"literal infringement." However, the paramount significance of the meaning of a claim in 
areas other than infringement turns this imprecision into a key factor for the Federal 
Circuit's departure from the traditional approach to the equivalents clause. 

2. From Claim Scope to Claim Meaning: The Significance of Non-Equivalent 
Means  

In D.M.I., Inc. v. Deere & Co.,  n63 the Federal Circuit reversed and remanded the 
district court's grant of summary judgment of non- infringement, because the district court 
impermissibly limited the means-plus-function claim to the structure disclosed in the 
specification, thereby disregarding 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6.  n64 Responding to the district 
court's concern that D.M.I.'s claim of equivalence was too expansive, the Federal Circuit 
made it clear that equivalents under 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 do not broaden the scope of the 
claim beyond literal infringement, unlike the doctrine of equivalents.  n65 The Federal 
Circuit specifically used the term "literal infringement" to distinguish the equivalents 
clause from the 



 

 [*179]  doctrine of equivalents.  n66 Such a distinction was proper in that today, the 
doctrine of equivalents is applied on an element-by-element basis,  n67 while at the time 
of D.M.I., it was applied to the invention as a whole.  n68 However, the Federal Circuit 
did not indicate that non-equivalent means, performing the function recited in the means-
plus-function claim, would escape a charge of literal infringement.  n69 It follows that the 
D.M.I. court did not consider the equivalents clause as governing the meaning of the 
means-plus-function claim, but rather as governing the scope of the claim.  n70 This 
result is supported by the court's statement that the question of equivalence under 35 
U.S.C. §  112, P6 is a question of fact.  n71 D.M.I. was confirmed two months later in 
Palumbo v. Don-Joy Co.  n72 

The term "literal infringement," however, was later misunderstood as excluding non-
equivalent means. In King Instrument Corp. v. Otari Corp.,  n73 the court stated that, 
"once the accused device is found to be an equivalent under §  112, then literal 
infringement has properly been established,"  n74 thereby indicating that the equivalents 
clause would govern the meaning of the claim instead of its scope. Only two years later, 
the shift from claim scope to claim meaning was made in Data Line Corp. v. Micro 
Technologies, Inc.  n75 and Pennwalt Corp. v. Durland Wayland, Inc.  n76 In Data Line, 
the Federal Circuit understood the equivalents clause as excluding "some means which 
perform the specified function from literally satisfying the claim limitation."  n77 In 
Pennwalt, the court stated 



 

 [*180]  that the equivalents clause "rules out the possibility that any and every means 
which performs the function specified in the claim literally satisfies that limitation."  n78 

The court's misunderstanding of the term "literal infringement" as used in prior 
decisions ultimately proved to be productive in that it shifted the Federal Circuit's 
approach to the equivalents clause. However, as explained above, this shift did not have 
any practical consequences in the context of infringement, because the overall 
infringement test remained the same. The infringement test still asked whether the 
accused structure performs the same function as recited in the means-plus-function clause 
and whether the structure used is the same as or the equivalent of the corresponding 
structure described in the specification.  n79 Accordingly, only equivalent means of the 
structure recited in the written description can infringe the means-plus-function claim, 
regardless of whether non-equivalent means are filtered out as not being within the scope 
or as not being within the meaning of the claim. However, the impact of this change was 
significant in the context of patentability and validity, where the scope of the claim does 
not matter and only the meaning of the claim governs. 

3. Impact on Validity and Patentability Determinations  

The most important effects of the Federal Circuit's change in its approach to the 
equivalents clause, as triggered in the context of infringement by the misunderstanding of 
the term "literal infringement," lay outside the context of infringement. First, it 
legitimized the Federal 



 

 [*181]  Circuit's application of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 to validity determinations.  n80 
Second, it provided a consistent theoretical framework for the application of the 
equivalents clause to patentability determinations during prosecution. Indeed, if the 
equivalents clause governs the meaning of means-plus-function claims, as opposed to 
their scope, 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 must also be applied to validity and patentability 
determinations, because the meaning of a claim must be the same for infringement, 
patentability, and validity.  n81 On this theoretical basis, the Federal Circuit could safely 
overturn the CCPA's Lundberg decision. However, the court did not do so immediately. 
The court first touched on the issue in two concurring opinions in In re Queener  n82 and 
in a footnote in In re Iwahashi,  n83 before it accomplished the change substantively in In 
re Bond.  n84 When the PTO refused to follow the Federal Circuit's new reading of the 
equivalents clause  n85 (probably because the three-judge panel in Bond could not validly 
overrule Lundberg),  n86 the Federal Circuit used its power as an appellate court to 
accomplish the formal shift when sitting en banc in In re Donaldson Co.  n87 The court 
explicitly overruled Lundberg.  n88 More importantly, however, it did so by invoking the 
theory it had developed in the "literal infringement" cases recited above, strictly 
disregarding the distinction between meaning and scope of a 



 

 [*182]  means-plus-function claim, as called for by a proper interpretation of 35 U.S.C. §  
112, P6. For instance, when faced with the argument that the application of the 
equivalents clause during prosecution would conflict with the rule that limitations should 
not be read from the specification into the claims,  n89 the Federal Circuit explained that 
the equivalents clause only referred "to the specification to determine the meaning of a 
particular word or phrase recited in a claim."  n90 The adoption of this theory turned the 
equivalents clause into a simple claim interpretation rule. 

4. The Equivalents Clause as a Claim Interpretation Rule 

The tenor of the Federal Circuit's approach to 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 is that the 
equivalents clause governs the meaning of a means-plus-function claim, as opposed to its 
scope. What had started out in the context of infringement was carried over to validity 
and patentability. The circle was closed when an infringement case quoted Donaldson for 
the interpretation of a means-plus-function claim.  n91 Consequently, the equivalents 
clause now applies regardless of the context in which the interpretation of means-plus-
function language arises. Unfortunately, the court's approach does not account for the 
doctrine of equivalents, which applies to the claims as interpreted. The Federal Circuit's 
failure to eliminate inconsistencies arising out of the application of its new theory is the 
main indicator for the inferiority of its approach as compared to the Supreme Court's 
view. Furthermore, the court has, as yet, been unable to provide guidelines as to how to 
implement this concept in practice, thus creating one of the major sources of uncertainty 
in patent infringement litigation. 



 

 [*183]  C. Unnecessary Conflicts: Equivalents of Equivalents 

1. Equivalents Clause and the Doctrine of Equivalents 

The most troubling consequence of the Federal Circuit's reading of the equivalents 
clause is that it creates a conflict between two sets of equivalents. If equivalents are 
considered during claim interpretation, when the meaning and the literal reach of the 
means-plus-function claim are determined, what is the role of the doctrine of equivalents? 
Under the standard infringement test, the means-plus-function claim, as interpreted in 
light of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6, is subject to the doctrine of equivalents, which ultimately 
leads to a meaningless "equivalents of equivalents" test. 

In addition to the substantive problems it creates, the Federal Circuit's approach 
yields serious procedural complications. On one hand, claim interpretation in general is a 
question of law  n92 open to de novo review on appeal.  n93 On the other hand, 
determination of equivalence is considered a question of fact for the jury and is sub ject to 
a more deferential standard of review, at least as far as the doctrine of equivalents is 
concerned.  n94 Of course, characterizing the equivalence inquiry under 35 U.S.C. §  112, 
P6 as part of claim interpretation poses a serious problem as to which category this 
inquiry belongs. While some early Federal Circuit cases held that equivalents 
determinations under 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 are factual inquiries,  n95 other cases have 
held to the contrary.  n96 The issue is still open to debate because both the Federal 
Circuit and the Supreme Court have refused to rule on it.  n97 Deciding the issue either 
way 



 

 [*184]  would be inconsistent within the framework of the Federal Circuit's theory. 

These paradoxical results alone raise a red flag which should make the Federal 
Circuit reconsider its interpretation of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6. Nevertheless, the Federal 
Circuit continues to see two sets of equivalents where there is only one. To justify its 
view, the Federal Circuit has made considerable efforts to distinguish the equivalents 
clause and the doctrine of equivalents from each other in the area of functional claiming.  
n98 Unfortunately, those efforts have failed, and inconsistencies persist. 

2. The Federal Circuit's Search for Meaningful Distinctions  

a) Nature of the Equivalence Inquiries 

The first attempt to find distinctions between the two sets of equivalents was based on 
the proposition that 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 applies to single elements in a combination 
invention, while the doctrine of equivalents applies to the invention as a whole.  n99 This 
difference was probably one of the reasons why the equivalents clause became a claim 
interpretation tool in the first place. However, such a distinction could no longer be 
upheld after the Federal Circuit changed to an element-by-element approach for the 
doctrine of equivalents,  n100 an approach which the Supreme Court recently endorsed.  
n101 In other words, the original distinction between the equivalents clause and the 
doctrine of equivalents no longer exists. The fundamental change in the nature of the 
doctrine of equivalents would certainly provide a valid argument to back up a 
reconsideration of the Federal Circuit's approach to the equivalents clause. Instead, the 
Federal Circuit continues its search for further distinctions. 



 

 [*185]  Even after the historical distinction was no longer available, the court tried to 
introduce the same distinction couched under different terms. In one case, the court 
justified its distinction on the grounds that 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 applies the common 
principle of "insubstantial change" to the structure disclosed in the specification, while 
the doctrine of equivalents applies the same principle to the claimed invention.  n102 
Here, ironically, the Federal Circuit sacrifices the very premise on which its approach 
relies. If "structure plus equivalents" is what the claim means, as the court pretends, then 
the structure becomes part of the claim itself, and an insubstantial change of the structure 
is at the same time an insubstantial change of the claimed invention. Hence, there is no 
difference between the two. 

A third proposal to distinguish the two concepts of equivalence was also based on the 
"nature" of the respective equivalence inquiries. While the equivalents clause was viewed 
as a statutory test, which had to be applied as a matter of law whenever means-plus-
function claims were involved, some cases considered the doctrine of equivalents to be 
equitable in nature.  n103 However, as with the first distinction, the Federal Circuit, 
sitting en banc in Hilton Davis Chemical Co. v. Warner-Jenkinson Co.,  n104 put an end 
to that view of the doctrine of equivalents, when it held that the doctrine of equivalents is 
for the jury to decide.  n105 Today, the doctrine of equivalents is simply the second 
prong of every infringement charge, void of equitable considerations. Therefore, it does 
not differ from the statutorily mandated equivalents inquiry under 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6, 
which is also not subject to judicial discretion. 



 

 [*186]  b) Identical and Equivalent Functions  

A distinction which seems more consistent with the Federal Circuit's position is that 
35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 requires "identical" functions, while the doctrine requires merely 
"equivalent" functions.  n106 However, when the Federal Circuit was squarely faced with 
"equivalent functions" in Mas-Hamilton Group v. LaGard, Inc.,  n107 the court 
essentially applied the same equivalence test twice. First, the Federal Circuit applied a 35 
U.S.C. §  112, P6 equivalence test without indicating what standard it used, and when it 
found no structural equivalence between the described structure (a solenoid) and the 
accused structure (a stepper motor), it simply performed a second equivalence test under 
the doctrine, applying the well-known function-way-result test.  n108 Not surprisingly, 
the court also did not find infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. More 
importantly, under both tests, the Federal Circuit compared the two structures, not two 
functions. 

In the recent case of WMS Gaming Inc. v. International Game Technology,  n109 the 
court dealt with the alleged infringement of a patent relating to a virtual reel slot machine, 
i.e. a slot machine that decreases the probability of winning while maintaining the 
external appearance of a standard mechanical slot machine.  n110 After interpreting the 
means-plus-function limitations of the claim at issue, the Federal Circuit reversed the 
district court's holding of literal infringement under the equivalents clause, due to lack of 
identical functions: the accused device assigned and selected combinations of numbers 
rather than single numbers as required by the properly interpreted claim.  n111 The court 
then stated that the accused device could still infringe under the doctrine of equivalents 
based on a theory of equivalent functions.  n112 However, instead of addressing the issue 
of equivalent functions, the court simply concluded that "the accused device . . . assigns 
numbers to stop positions as required by [the 



 

 [*187]  claim at issue]" and affirmed the district court's finding of infringement under the 
doctrine of equivalents.  n113 If the accused device performs the function recited in the 
claim, however, the functions are not merely equivalent, but identical. Despite its stated 
intention to do so, the Federal Circuit yet again avoided an inquiry into functional 
equivalence. 

As these two cases reveal, the distinction between identical and equivalent functions 
may appear promising in theory, but it is empty in practice. Rather than comparing two 
abstract functions, a meaningful equivalence test must always compare tangible 
structures, whether they be in the claims (doctrine of equivalents) or in the specification 
(equivalents clause).  n114 However, purely functional claims are, by definition, void of 
structure, so the application of the doctrine of equivalents to functions recited in such 
claims is meaningless.  n115 The only relevant concept of equivalence is the equivalents 
clause, which applies to the structure disclosed in the specification. 

c) Standards for Equivalence Determinations  

The proposition that there is no difference between equivalents under 35 U.S.C. §  
112, P6 and under the doctrine of equivalents is further supported by the Federal Circuit's 
use of the same factors to determine infringement. In Texas Instruments, Inc. v. United 
States International Trade Commission,  n116 the court explained that, "as an aid in 
determining the breadth of equivalents to be afforded means plus function clauses under 
section 112, the prosecution history, the other claims in the patent, expert testimony, and 
the language of the asserted claims may be considered in addition to the specification."  
n117 The Federal Circuit even applied the same test for both equivalence determinations.  
n118 According 



 

 [*188]  to the court in Palumbo v. Don-Joy Co.,  n119 "although . . . there is a difference 
between a doctrine-of-equivalents analysis and a literal infringement analysis involving 
'equivalents' under §  112, the Graver Tank concepts of equivalents are relevant in any 
'equivalents' determination."  n120 The statements by these courts are even more 
remarkable if one considers that, at that time, the very same courts could still distinguish 
the equivalents clause from the doctrine of equivalents on the grounds that the latter 
applied to the invention as a whole. After the change to an element-by-element analysis, 
those statements became even more compelling support for finding that the standards are 
the same. Indeed, the Federal Circuit today applies an insubstantial difference test to 
determine equivalence, both under the equivalents clause and under the doctrine of 
equivalents.  n121 

Even when an opinion explicitly states that there are two different concepts of 
equivalence, one under 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 and the other under the doctrine, the court 
still tries to avoid a conflict between the two by applying only one equivalence test. In 
some cases, the court has simply discarded the doctrine of equivalents by stating that 
there is not enough evidence to support a finding of infringement under the doctrine, once 
it has applied 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6.  n122 In contrast, the court has also limited the 
means-plus-function claim to the structure disclosed in the specification without 
extending it to equiva lents under 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6, but then performed an equivalence 
test under the doctrine.  n123 In sum, the equivalence standard applied by the Federal 
Circuit does not distinguish 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 from the doctrine of equivalents.  n124 



 

 [*189]  d) Differences Created by the Federal Circuit's Own Approach 

The Federal Circuit's most advanced analysis of the paradoxical "equivalents of 
equivalents" can be found in Chiuminatta Concrete Concepts, Inc. v. Cardinal Industries, 
Inc.  n125 In Chiuminatta, the court recognized that two structures cannot be 
simultaneously "not equivalent" and "equivalent."  n126 Therefore, "a finding of a lack of 
literal infringement for lack of equivalent structure under a means-plus-function 
limitation may preclude a finding of equivalence under the doctrine of equivalents."  
n127 This is nothing other than an admission that there is only one test and one set of 
equivalents, not two. However, the court discerns one exception regarding the time of 
determining equivalence. The analysis under 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 is, as a matter of claim 
interpretation, limited to equivalents at the date of the patent.  n128 Therefore, an 
equivalent of the structure disclosed in the specification that is developed after the date of 
the patent avoids a charge of literal infringement despite the fact that the functional claim 
reads on the equivalent. The desire to cover this after-developed technology calls for the 
application of the doctrine of equivalents, which determines equivalence at the time of 
infringement.  n129 Indeed, under the Federal Circuit's current reading of 35 U.S.C. §  
112, P6, this time difference is the only material feature which distinguishes the 
equivalents clause from the doctrine of equivalents. However, the Federal Circuit 
overlooks that both the time problem and the need for an additional equivalence concept 
represented by the doctrine are artificially created by the court's choice to read 35 U.S.C. 
§  112, P6 as part of the claim interpretation step.  n130 



 

 [*190]  D. The Federal Circuit's Approach Revisited 

Overall, the Federal Circuit has failed to define the differences between the 
equivalents clause and the doctrine of equivalents, other than those which are a product 
of the court's own deliberate creation. While given the ample opportunity to elaborate on 
the issue, the court's inability to find meaningful distinctions reveals the weakness of the 
Federal Circuit's theory underlying its approach to the equivalents clause of 35 U.S.C. §  
112, P6. Interestingly, the Federal Circuit, probably inadvertently, got it right when it 
explained that, 
in place of the Halliburton rule, Congress adopted a compromise solution, one that had 
support in the pre-Halliburton case law: Congress permitted the use of purely functional 
language in claims, but it limited the breadth of such claim language by restricting its 
scope to the structure disclosed in the specification and equivalents thereof.  n131 

1. Superiority of the Supreme Court's Approach 

The historical approach endorsed by the Supreme Court would readily, easily, and 
consistently solve all the Federal Circuit's problems with the concept of equivalence in 
one strike. Because the equivalents clause would only be relevant to determine the scope 
of the means-plus-function claim in the context of infringement, the doctrine of 
equivalents and 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 would merge into one single equivalence inquiry. 
The Federal Circuit could refrain from wasting time on its search for a meaningful, but 
nonexistent, distinction between the two concepts of equivalence. The substantive 
"equivalents of equivalents" problems would be moot, and procedural tensions would be 
eliminated. The interpretation of the words in means-plus-function claims would still be a 
matter of law for the trial judge to decide, subject to a de novo review on appeal, while 
the determination of equivalents would be a matter of fact for the jury, subject to 
appellate review for substantial evidentiary support. Furthermore, there would no longer 
be any Chiuminatta time differences between the equivalents clause and the doctrine of 
equivalents. If the equivalents clause governs the scope instead of the meaning of the 
claim, it is no longer tied to the date of the patent. Instead, equivalence can be determined 
at the date of infringement. The overall infringement test for means-plus-function claims 
would be limited to the application of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6, and no further equivalence 
inquiry would have to be 



 

 [*191]  performed. Finally, the historical Supreme Court approach acknowledges that 
what is claimed in a means-plus-function claim is not a function, but a means, which is a 
structure, and the doctrine of equivalents would not have to be applied to functions. 

2. Side Benefits under the Historical Approach 

a) Removing Support for the Modern Doctrine of Equivalents 

The historical reading of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 would also have three side benefits. 
The first benefit is that it would contribute to the demise of the Graver Tank type doctrine 
of equivalents in general. The flaws of this doctrine are evident. Justice Black's dissent in 
Graver Tank  pointed them all out. First, if the doctrine of equivalents is applied to claims, 
the claims no longer define the invention.  n132 Second, the Miller rule is no longer 
applicable, because the doctrine of equivalents enables the patentee to recapture what was 
described in the specification, but not claimed.  n133 Third, this approach undermines the 
reissue statute, because the patentee is allowed to correct claims after issuance, which can 
only be done by reissue.  n134 Fourth, this approach conflicts with the examination 
system, because the PTO no longer defines the maximum scope of the claims, which is 
what the examination system is all about.  n135 One may add that the public notice 
function of claims is diminished,  n136 because nobody can reasonably assess what the 
court will regard as the invention in an infringement suit. 

Currently, the Chiuminatta time difference is one of the main arguments in favor of 
the Graver Tank type doctrine of equivalents.  n137 Under the historical approach, 
however, this time difference would fall, 



 

 [*192]  and with it would go an important argument in support of the doctrine of 
equivalents. The doctrine would no longer be necessary to cover after-rising technology 
that escapes coverage under 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6. As a result, the doctrine of equivalents 
could be reduced to a purely equitable doctrine,  n138 which would not have to be 
applied as a standard second prong in every single infringement analysis, but which 
instead could be reserved for those rare circumstances in which justice requires a 
correction of the claim in suit in order to find or avoid infringement. 

b) Narrow Claims for Narrow Inventions  

The second benefit is a result of the inapplicability of the equivalents clause to 
validity and patentability determinations. The Federal Circuit's current approach to 35 
U.S.C. §  112, P6 results in the issuance of claims that may read on the prior art, if read as 
written. Whenever the inventive concept lies merely in the specific way the function is 
carried out rather than in the use of an element that performs a particular function, a 
means-plus-function claim is too broad. Prior to Donaldson, an applicant had to narrow 
the claim whenever there was a structure in the prior art that performed the defined 
function, even if it was not an equivalent of the structure disclosed in the specification. 
Since the Donaldson decision, such claims no longer need to be narrowed, because 35 
U.S.C. §  112, P6 allows claims to be narrowed by way of interpretation to overcome 
prior art rejections. Simply put, an inventor of a structure can claim a structure in means-
plus-function format, thereby obtaining the benefit of incorporating equivalents into the 
claim, rather than relying on the doctrine of equivalents to enlarge the scope of protection 
for the invention.  n139 However, there is no sound reason why a claim should issue that 
does not patentably define over the prior art,  n140 just because it is drafted in means-
plus-function language.  n141 The only appropriate way to narrow overly broad claims is 
either by amendment 



 

 [*193]  during prosecution or by reissue or reexamination after issuance.  n142 Claim 
interpretation in the PTO should not be used to circumvent vital provisions in the Patent 
Act, since the Act's purpose is to provide notice to the public to allow third parties to 
avoid infringement. The historical approach also safeguards against such circumvention, 
because the equivalents clause would not apply during prosecution. 

c) Towards International Harmonization of Claim Drafting Practices 

The third benefit is that the historical approach would avoid a disharmony with claim 
drafting practice in Europe and Asia. The use of means-plus-function claims to 
incorporate equivalents, yet avoid distinct pieces of prior art which perform the function 
recited in the claim but are not equivalent to the structure disclosed in the specification, is 
unique to the United States. There are no similar provisions abroad that would allow 
limitation of a means-plus-function claim to the disclosed structure and its equivalents for 
purposes of validity. In other words, the claim that might be valid in the United States 
due to a narrowing claim interpretation pursuant to 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 may well be 
invalid abroad where such a narrowing interpretation is not available and where the 
claims are read as written. This is not only a disharmony, but it is also a risk for U.S. 
inventors who try to protect their inventions abroad, if they employ means-plus-function 
claims in the U.S. application and then attempt to use the same claim language in parallel 
foreign applications. Prior to Donaldson and under the historical approach, this was not 
so much of a problem, because claims were not, or at least should not have been, 
narrowed for purposes of patentability, and the most "risky" claims would not have 
issued in the United States. 
IV. CONCLUSION: A CALL FOR CONGRESSIONAL INTERVENTION 

The Federal Circuit's current understanding of the equivalents clause of 35 U.S.C. §  
112, P6 yields unsound results. It 1) allows for claims to issue which do not patentably 
define over the prior art if read as written; 2) increases the disharmony with international 
claim drafting practice, ultimately to the detriment of U.S. inventors; 3) leaves patentees 
and the public in the dark in terms of how infringement of means-plus-function claims is 
determined under the doctrine of equivalents; 



 

 [*194]  and 4) creates considerable procedural problems on the trial and appellate levels. 

These problems could have been avoided if the Federal Circuit had adopted the 
proper interpretation of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6. The proper interpretation is that 35 U.S.C. §  
112, P6 codifies the historical infringement law for means-plus-function claims, and that 
the equivalents clause is a provision that governs the scope and not the meaning of such 
claims. Consequently, the meaning of the means-plus-function claim is that it 
encompasses "any" means to perform the specified function, and it is this meaning that is 
relevant for patentability, validity, and even as a threshold value for infringement. The 
ultimate inquiry for infringement, however, is based on a test of structural equivalence, 
which determines the scope of the claim. This interpretation is supported by the history of 
infringement law and the statutory wording of 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 and was endorsed by 
the Supreme Court in Warner-Jenkinson. If the Federal Circuit adopted the proper 
interpretation, it would no longer have to worry about "equivalents of equivalents" and 
their procedural implications. 

Regrettably, it is unlikely that the Federal Circuit will change its approach, 
particularly in view of its recent en banc decision in Donaldson, which it has since 
confirmed several times. The Supreme Court strongly defers to the Federal Circuit in the 
area of patent law. Therefore, it is unlikely that the Supreme Court will step in to remedy 
the Federal Circuit's inconsistencies, despite the fact that these inconsistencies would not 
exist if the Federal Circuit took the Supreme Court's statement in Warner-Jenkinson 
seriously. Ironically, although Congress enacted 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 in 1952 with the 
intent of bringing certainty and flexibility to the law of means-plus-function claims, the 
only way it can now bring about the certainty and flexibility it originally sought is by 
completely eliminating the provision. It is unfortunate that case law has turned a useful, 
balanced, and long-standing statutory infringement test into a burden for the patent 
system. This calls for congressional intervention. In light of the move towards 
international harmonization, it may be best to simply strike 35 U.S.C. §  112, P6 
altogether and close a rather dark chapter in the Federal Circuit's history.   
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